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MOVING FROM 
MODULAR TO LINEAR 
QUALIFICATIONS

In transitioning to the newly reformed GCSEs and A levels for first teaching from 
2015 onwards, as well as getting to grips with new specifications and sometimes 
new subject knowledge, there is also an impact on the way knowledge development 
and assessment opportunities are structured. The structure of all new GCSEs, AS 
and A levels is moving from a modular towards a linear course structure. The linear 
approach means that learners take all exams at the end of the course, which gives 
more time for teaching and learning. 

 
We have produced this guide to support teachers who are moving from modular to linear 
qualifications. It is particularly aimed at teachers who teach GCSE and A Level. Following 
reforms announced by the UK government, both these qualifications are moving from a 
modular (or unitised) structure to a linear structure.

The trend towards linear qualifications is an exciting development for teachers and 
learners. Linear qualifications give teachers more freedom to plan the course and set the 
pace of study. This guide is designed to highlight things you will need to think about when 
moving from a modular course to a linear one, and suggests ways forward in planning, 
teaching and learning, and assessment.
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Modular Linear

Content is divided into a number of self-
contained units.

Content is viewed as a whole – there is a 
more holistic approach.

Content units have well-defined and 
precise boundaries. 

Content will usually be divided into 
different sections but these will not be 
totally self-contained.

Content is divided into a number of 
bite-sized chunks with no links between 
different topics.

Links between content are emphasised 
and encouraged.

In many subjects, each unit focuses on a 
limited range of concepts and skills.

The key concepts and skills usually 
underpin the entire course.

Organisation of content, 
concepts and skills

MODULAR AND LINEAR 
COURSES: WHAT ARE THE 
DIFFERENCES?

Modular Linear

Learners can be examined on individual 
units during the course, in both in the first 
and second years of a two-year course, or 
even across a three year programme of 
study.  Therefore, a learner could sit exams 
in different units on 3 different occasions. 

Learners sit all the exams at the end of the 
course. (If there is coursework, it may be 
completed during the course but will not 
be externally assessed or moderated until 
the end of the course.)

Each unit exam tests only the content, 
concepts and skills in one unit.

All components of the specification are 
assessed at the end of the course. So each 
exam paper is likely to test a range of 
concepts and skills, and questions are likely 
to link topics from different parts of the 
course.

Some synoptic assessment is included, 
usually in a unit in the second year of the 
course. This is designed to help learners 
develop a holistic understanding of the 
subject, and retain content covered in the 
early units.

Learners can resit individual units and 
many learners do this while they are 
completing later units. They are usually 
awarded the better mark achieved in the 
two sittings of that unit.

The synoptic element happens naturally 
because the key concepts and skills 
underpin the entire course.

Learners cannot sit parts of the assessment 
during the course of their programme 
of study. However, they can resit the 
assessment in its entirety at a later date 
(and in some specific instances may be 
able to resit individual components).

Exams and resits
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Modular specifications With modular specifications you had to make fewer decisions about the order to teach 
units and how much time to spend on each one. Modular specifications often provided 
a clear framework. The topics, concepts and skills for each unit were clearly defined and 
had to be covered by the time of the unit exams. This means that teaching and learning 
focussed on just one part of the course at a time. Thus what to teach, and when to teach it, 
was clear.

Some learners found the short-term goals set by modular examinations manageable and 
motivating.  They only had to cope with a limited number of topics, concepts and skills at 
any one time. Knowing that there was always an exam not far away encouraged them to 
work hard and not let things drift. 

Linear specifications With linear specifications, you have greater freedom to plan the two-year course. You can 
choose the order of topics and set a pace of study that is appropriate for your learners. 
There is more teaching time available for a linear specification, because less time is taken 
up preparing for and taking externally set and marked examinations.

A linear specification also allows more time for learners to internalise and practise 
concepts, and build up their skills, before their external examinations.  Research has found 
that many learners reach a higher standard at the end of a linear course than if they had 
studied a modular course.

Linear courses also encourage learners to refer to, and build on, knowledge that they have 
acquired early in the course, so that they arrive at the examination period with a much 
more holistic view of their subject. Modular courses, on the other hand, can make it more 
difficult for them to acquire a coherent picture of their subject, instead perceiving it as a 
series of disconnected fragments.

Many teachers say that, when teaching a linear specification, they notice a distinct change 
at some point during the course – often during the second term of the second year – when 
most learners seem to begin to see the subject holistically. This can be an exciting time for 
both learners and teachers.

IMPACT ON TEACHING AND 
LEARNING
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It marks a moment when many learners take a significant step forwards in their 
understanding of the subject, and develop a much deeper appreciation of how various 
concepts link together.  Their intrinsic abilities can show a dramatic improvement during 
this period. They begin to write much more perceptive answers to questions. They may 
find it easier to remember facts, because these are now seen as fitting neatly into an 
overall picture of the subject.

Linear specifications also bring coherence to assessment. The content, concepts and skills 
in the exam papers do not have to be isolated from each other, and learners may be able, 
where appropriate, to transfer knowledge, understanding and skills across these papers.

Key Benefits

The removal of modular exams has a significant impact on teaching and learning:

• teaching is not constantly interrupted by assessments at the end of short 
modules

• knowledge, understanding and skills can be developed over a longer period of 
time

• key concepts and skills can be taught and revisited throughout the course, and 
links made between topics, leading to deeper learning

• there is time to innovate and explore those interesting side-roads that are 
adjacent, but not necessarily central, to the specification content

• without constant pressure from modular exams, weaker learners are given time 
to develop and stronger learners can read around the subject, pursue their 
individual interests and develop their skills as independent learners.  
This increases learners’ motivation and leads to deeper thinkers.
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Content Planning content coverage for a linear specification is more complex than planning for a 
modular specification.  With the modular approach, the unit content need not be revisited 
once the unit examination is taken. The planning for a linear specification needs to be 
more holistic. Because all the examinations are at the end of the course, no topic can be 
forgotten about at any stage of the course. In simple terms:

think about the best order to teach topics

include opportunities for revisiting topics

allow time for revision.

Linear specifications provide greater opportunities for all of these activities because less 
time is spent on preparing for and taking unit examinations. More time is available for 
more careful and thorough coverage of the course, and for encouraging deeper, and more 
joined-up, learning and thinking.

Sequence of topics There are generally many different ways that the teaching of a subject could be organised. 
Although many teachers will decide to follow the sequence of content as it is set out in 
the specification, there is no need to do this. It is important to consider progression, so 
that ‘easier’ topics are covered earlier in the course, and ‘more difficult’ ones dealt with 
later. Topics that include knowledge and concepts that will be used in other topics should 
come early in the course. Many teachers find that they do not always get the order and 
timing exactly right when teaching a linear specification at first. Adjustments may need 
to be made during the course. After completing the course for the first time it is always a 
good idea to evaluate the order and timing and make necessary changes for subsequent 
cohorts. We make sure that plenty of support is available for OCR teachers during this 
process. There are usually opportunities to discuss planning with trainers and other 
OCR teachers at our training events, during webinars, at teacher networks, and on the 
subject-specific discussion forums online. We provide delivery guides, as well as having 
the Schemes of Work Builder tool available on our website for our GCSE, AS and A Level 
subjects that offer guidance on planning and sequencing of topics.

PLANNING AND TEACHING 
A LINEAR SPECIFICATION

Many teachers welcome this shift as an opportunity to take back control of 
teaching and learning. It allows you to use, and improve, your professional skills. 
Linear specifications also require that a more holistic approach is taken to course 
planning. The course needs to be thought about and planned as a whole. The 
relationship between different topics, regular revisiting of concepts and skills, and 
opportunities for formative assessment all need to be considered and planned.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/community/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/community/
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Concepts and skills There are often key concepts and skills that underpin the entire linear specification. 
There will also be concepts and skills that are closely related to a particular topic and 
also relevant to other parts of the specification. Even when a concept or skill is related 
to only one topic, learners should be given opportunities to revisit it to enhance their 
understanding.

Careful thought needs to be given to the development of learners’ understanding and 
skills across the two years. This is very different from planning for a modular specification 
where a particular skill or concept might be restricted to one unit. In a linear specification, 
the whole range of learners’ skills and understanding need to be developed throughout 
the course. This might involve covering a particular skill when teaching a part of the 
content where that skill will not be assessed in the exam. For example, in a history exam, 
learners might not be required to analyse historical sources in questions about the period 
1919 to 1939, but this skill should still be developed during the teaching of that topic.
Otherwise, learners could go for months without any further development of the skill. 
Learners make progress in understanding and skills by being able to revisit them regularly 
and by having a reasonably long period of time to make progress. Linear specifications 
give learners two years to learn and develop and the entire two years should be used.

Helping learners to see 
the subject as a whole

In a linear specification, where all the content will be assessed at the end of the course, 
teaching and learning need to ensure that content covered early in the course remains in 
each learner’s mind right up to the final examination period. There are several tactics that 
can help with this.

For example:

• You should constantly encourage learners to make links between the area of the 
subject that they are currently learning about, and topics covered earlier. This can be 
done in various ways, such as by oral questioning in class that starts from the current 
topic and leads learners back to earlier ones; or by setting tasks that ask learners to 
draw together ideas from past and current topics. This not only keeps earlier topics 
‘alive’ in learners’ minds, but also helps them to begin to see the subject as a whole. 

• Some teachers like to plan their scheme of work as a ‘spiral’, where a topic is covered 
at a fairly simple level early in the course, and then revisited and dealt with at a higher 
level later on.

• Interim tests can revisit earlier topics. These tests can be quite short – perhaps a 
10-question quick quiz on a topic covered one or two terms ago – or longer, more 
formal written assessments.
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Schemes of work The format of schemes of work will vary from centre to centre and between subjects, 
but give a useful representation of the structure and timing of the intended sequence of 
teaching and learning. Suggested patterns of teaching and learning have been provided in 
the co-teaching guides for AS and A level and posted on the OCR community pages.

On-going assessment Modular specifications give learners short-term goals and regular feedback through the 
summative results of unit examinations. Linear assessment provides opportunities for 
longer-term development of understanding and skills without the distractions of unit 
examinations and the accompanying retakes, but progress needs to be monitored through 
regular formative assessment.

You can build opportunities for periodic assessment into the scheme of work, including:

• formal tests similar to the final examination papers

• diagnostic tests focussed on specific knowledge or understanding

• exercises focused on part of the content or a particular concept or skill

• contributions to group work or class debate

• ongoing Assessment for Learning giving formative feedback to students 

You can create opportunities for peer and self-assessment.  These assessments identify 
progress, areas of strength and areas that need development for a whole class or, more 
often, for individual learners. You can use them to inform future teaching and learning. 
They are also useful for identifying areas that need a special focus during later revision 
and they provide useful evidence for reports to parents and construction of profiles for 
individual learners.

Revisiting Linear specifications also make revisiting topics possible. Learners’ understanding of a topic 
is often improved enormously when they are given the opportunity to revisit that topic. 
This can be achieved in several ways:

• by approaching the topic through different issues and questions from those used when 
it was first covered

• by exploring its links with other topics in the specification

•  by exploring it at a higher conceptual level. 

Revisiting is especially important for topics covered in the first year of the course. Learners’ 
level of understanding of a topic will often be fixed at the level they were operating at 
when they covered that topic. Once their conceptual understanding has developed, it is 
likely that a ‘revisit’ to a topic later in the course will develop a more sophisticated grasp of 
the topic.  Additionally, given the synoptic nature of the terminal assessment, revisiting is 
essential in order to help learners make links between the different topics they cover in the 
linear course.
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PREPARING FOR THE 
EXAMINATIONS

All OCR specifications outline the course content, and contain assessment 
objectives and the forms of assessment so you can see how the exams are 
structured. The specifications for each subject can be found on our website at  
www.ocr.org.uk

Revision Taking all the examinations at the end of the course means that learners spend less time 
being formally assessed. It also means that time needs to be left towards the end of the 
course for revision.

Revision has a different purpose from ‘revisiting’. Revisiting is for deepening and 
extending learners’ knowledge and understanding. Revision is more about consolidating 
what learners already know and understand, and helping them to use this to fulfil the 
requirements of exams.

It is important that learners revise by applying their knowledge and understanding to 
exam questions rather than just trying to memorise their notes. The greatest weakness 
of learners’ exam answers is often not their lack of knowledge, but their failure to use 
it relevantly. Learners should also become thoroughly familiar with the layout and 
organisation of the exam papers to minimise the danger of misinterpreting the instructions 
given in the question, such as answering both questions in an ‘either…or’ section. They 
should also be clear about the different types of questions that appear and the different 
requirements of these questions.

Learners should also be aware that assessment in linear specifications tends to be more 
holistic than in modular assessment. This means that they have to be ready to make links 
between different parts of the specification and to use their understanding and skills across 
a range of contexts.

Interim assessment It is important that learners are given the experience of ‘mock exams’ – taking all, or nearly 
all the exam papers, in surroundings as close to the real exams as possible – at least in 
‘exam conditions’.  In addition to the sample assessment material provided before the 
start of first teaching of new specifications, OCR also provides practice papers for many 
components – these can be found on Interchange, in the Past Paper section.

Past papers and 
examiner reports

Past papers, mark schemes and examiner reports are available on our website and the most 
recent papers are available on Interchange. These are very useful for mock exams, interim 
assessment and for obtaining detailed information on how an exam was marked, and how 
learners tended to perform on each question. Often the examiner will comment on how 
well learners coped with a question or will point out common errors.

http://www.ocr.org.uk
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Example candidate 
responses

Example candidate responses are available for most OCR AS and A Level subjects on the 
relevant subject pages. They contain examples of exam questions and candidates’ answers 
at different levels of performance. They also include a commentary from an examiner on 
why an answer achieved the number of marks or band awarded. You can use the example 
candidate responses to help you guide your learners in how to write good answers in 
response to particular types of examination questions.

 
Read more about the opportunities and pitfalls in using past papers as your own 
Periodic Assessments in a blog from Neil Wade, one of OCR’s Subject Specialists: 
http://www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk/insights/are-past-paper-questions-always-
useful-neil-wade/ 

http://www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk/insights/are-past-paper-questions-always-useful-neil-wade/
http://www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk/insights/are-past-paper-questions-always-useful-neil-wade/
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HISTORY

Since 2013, linear exams have been in place for GCSE History (first examined in 2015). 

Despite the move to a linear course, history still retains a unitised structure, with the 
key difference being exams occurring at the end of the 2 (or 3) year course. Topics are 
still compartmentalised and as such a teaching programme would need to focus on the 
embedding of skills, rather than knowledge. 

Within the A Level, source skills appear primarily in unit 1. Delivering the content of units 
2-4, however, should also embed and reinforce these skills to help prepare learners for the 
exam. In addition, the A Level coursework unit (Y100) also requires students to use and 
engage with primary and secondary sources. Analysing a historian’s interpretation in any 
unit will provide learners with a full understanding of the skills that are needed and will 
support them when answering questions on unseen sources in their exams.

Answers should consider the provenance of the source; this might involve some or all of 
the following:

• Who wrote the source?

• When was the source written?

• Was the writer in a position to know?

• What is the tone or language of the source?

• What is the purpose of the source?

• What is the nature of the source?

Answers should also consider the content of the source:

• What is the view of the source about the issue in the question?

• How typical is the view of the source?

• What own knowledge do I have that supports the view in the source?

• What own knowledge do I have that challenges the view in the source?

Use of sources and 
interpretations

Delivering skills across 
the content
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In light of responses to these questions learners should be able to make a judgement 
about the source as to its utility. It is also important that candidates have a clear grasp of 
what the actual source is saying – what is its view about the issue in the question –  and 
therefore it is worthwhile giving candidates plenty of practice at reading sources so that 
they are accustomed to understanding sources about the period they are studying. Using 
at least one source per lesson when covering this element of the course, and not seeing 
them as a bolt-on, is recommended. 

Interpretations appear primarily in unit 3 (though on the AS they also appear in unit 2). 
Two passages will be set on one of the prescribed in-depth studies. The aim is that learners 
comprehend, analyse and evaluate ways in which the past has been interpreted by 
historians. They should show an understanding of the wider historical debate connected 
to the issues. They should use knowledge of specific individuals, events or developments 
in the themes. The requirement is to understand, by a study of the historical context, why 
it is possible for elements of the in depth study to be interpreted in different ways. There 
is no requirement to know the names of individual historians. If individual historians are 
mentioned then this is not in any way ‘wrong’, but the assessment will be based on the 
historical knowledge used to assess the identified interpretations, not on knowledge 
about the background of historians.

Essay skills appear in all three units of examined content at A Level. The underlying 
principles of good essay writing stay the same throughout the units, and in order to 
score well answers must focus on the question, analyse the issues and factors, support 
the argument with accurate, relevant and detailed material, before coming to a 
supported judgement about the issue in the question. There is a difference in the unit 
3 essay, however. In this unit a thematic approach is required. A thematic essay looks 
at an overview of the whole period in question and takes a view of the changes and 
developments. It allows comparisons, and enables learners to pick out patterns and to see 
where the most significant turning points were. 

The same advice for both types of response would apply equally to the GCSE. The key 
consideration for the teacher is to factor in time to revisit topics. When planning and 
preparing for the assessments, remember to bear in the mind the relevant weightings of 
each individual unit. These are listed below, and could usefully be used as a guide to help 
you plan the amount the time given to revision/revisiting time.

Essay skills
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A Level History

Unit 1: 25%

Unit 2: 15%

Unit 3: 40%

Unit 4: Coursework unit

GCSE (9–1) History A: Explaining the Modern World

Period Study: 30%*

Non-British Depth Study: 25%

British Thematic Study: 20%

British Depth Study: 15%*

Study of the Historic Environment: 10% 

GCSE (9–1) History B: Schools History Project

Thematic Study: 20%

British Depth Study: 20%

History Around Us: 20%*

Period Study: 20%

World Depth Study: 20%

NOTE – Both GCSEs contain an additional 5% SPAG marks. Location of SPAG is indicated with *

http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/prospective-undergrads/virtual-classroom/historical-sources-

how

http://www.thenagain.info/Classes/Basics/UsingSources.html

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/students/working-with-records/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/examskills/sourcesincontextrev1.shtml 

http://www.history.org.uk/secondary/categories/61/resource/2589

http://facingthepastshapingthefuture.com/teacher-guidance/teaching-learning-

strategies/history/teaching-interpretations-at-ks1/

http://www.historyresourcecupboard.co.uk/teaching-historical-interpretations/

http://www.open.edu/openlearn/history-the-arts/history/why-do-historians-disagree 

http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/staff/haywardp/hist213/writing.htm

http://www.historytoday.com/robert-pearce/how-write-good-history-essay

Useful links

http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/prospective-undergrads/virtual-classroom/historical-sources-how
http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/prospective-undergrads/virtual-classroom/historical-sources-how
http://www.thenagain.info/Classes/Basics/UsingSources.html
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/students/working-with-records/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/examskills/sourcesincontextrev1.shtml
http://www.history.org.uk/secondary/categories/61/resource/2589
http://facingthepastshapingthefuture.com/teacher-guidance/teaching-learning-strategies/history/teaching-interpretations-at-ks1/
http://facingthepastshapingthefuture.com/teacher-guidance/teaching-learning-strategies/history/teaching-interpretations-at-ks1/
http://www.historyresourcecupboard.co.uk/teaching-historical-interpretations/
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/history-the-arts/history/why-do-historians-disagree
http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/staff/haywardp/hist213/writing.htm
http://www.historytoday.com/robert-pearce/how-write-good-history-essay
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A Level Only

Model 1

Requirements – Teachers x 2 – Teacher 1 = 60% teaching time, Teacher 2 = 40% teaching time

This model presupposes that the coursework question / topic is drawn from either British 
Depth or Non-British Depth studies and can be delivered running alongside its study at the 
teacher’s discretion and is supervised by teacher 1.

Teacher 1 Teacher 2

Year 1

Autumn Term 1 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Autumn Term 2 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 1 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 2 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Summer Term 1 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Summer Term 2 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Year 2

Autumn Term 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Autumn Term 2 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 2 Revisit / Revision Finish theme / Revision

Summer Term 1 Revision / Exam Revision / Exam

Model 2 Requirements – Teachers x 2 – Teacher 1 = 50% teaching time, Teacher 2 = 50% teaching time

This model presupposes that the coursework question / topic is drawn from either British Depth 
or Non-British Depth studies and can be delivered running alongside its study at the teacher’s 
discretion. In this model, as opposed to model 1, the coursework is split between both teachers 
evenly, with the content coming from any topic, or learner’s personal choice, within units 1 and 2, 
and teachers 1 and 2 taking equal responsibility for either its delivery or assessment.

Teacher 1 Teacher 2

Year 1

Autumn Term 1 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Autumn Term 2 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 1 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 2 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Summer Term 1 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Summer Term 2 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Theme – Unit Group 3

Year 2

Autumn Term 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Autumn Term 2 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Theme – Unit Group 3

Spring Term 2 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Revisit / Revision

Summer Term 1 Revision / Exam Revision / Exam
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Requirements – Teachers x 2 – Teacher 1 = 55% teaching time, Teacher 2 = 45% teaching time

This model presupposes that the coursework question / topic is drawn from a teacher directed 
topic.

Model 3

Teacher 1 Teacher 2

Year 1

Autumn Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1

Autumn Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1

Spring Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1

Spring Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1

Summer Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1

Summer Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1

Year 2

Autumn Term 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Coursework – Unit Group 4

Autumn Term 2 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Coursework – Unit Group 4

Spring Term 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Coursework – Unit Group 4

Spring Term 2 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 Revisit and revision British Depth and Enquiry

Summer Term 1 Revision / Exam Revision / Exam

Requirements – Teachers x 3 – Teacher 1 = 40% teaching time, Teacher 2 = 25% teaching time, 
Teacher 3 = 35%

This model presupposes that the coursework question / topic is drawn from the non-British 
Depth Study.

Model 4

Teacher 1 Teacher 2 Teacher 3

Year 1

Autumn Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Autumn Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Spring Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Spring Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Summer Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Summer Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Year 2

Autumn Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Autumn Term 2 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Spring Term 1 Theme – Unit Group 3 British Depth and Enquiry – Unit Group 1 Non-British Depth  - Unit Group 2 / 
Course Work – Unit 4

Spring Term 2
Revisit and revision 
Theme

Revisit and revision British Depth and Enquiry Revisit and revision non- British Depth 

Summer Term 1 Revision / Exam Revision / Exam Revision / Exam
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